King of kings
Chapter 2526
omi told Ziba about what had happened.
“What.”Zi Ye stayed.
“Ziba, go away, stay away from me, no one who’s around me now will end up well.”
“I don’t want to.”Ziye was busy.
“Oh, don’t be silly, it’s not like you don’t know what kind of situation I’m in, alright, I’m going into the
Divine Plains Phantom Forest, and this time, I won’t come out for a million years.”
“What about at night?”
“Not even at night.”
“You’re crazy.”
“Not even if I’m crazy, if I’m not crazy, how can I reach thirty horse upper gods in a limited time, I must
be crazy, anyway, the end of my destiny is already decided, then why do I fear death.However, Ziba, I
have one thing to ask.”
“What is it?”
“If one day in the future, I do die, please travel to a place called Sky World, where I am from, where I
have loved ones, and you tell them about me.” Remember the website .kanshu8.net
“Well, then you must not die.”
“I won’t give up as long as there’s a chance of survival.”
“Mmhmm.”
omi entered the Divine Plains Phantom Forest.
Zi Ye looked at omi’s lonely back with worry in his eyes.
This time, omi was really prepared to not come out at night, but if he reached the God Emperor
anyway, he would die, so he might as well die in battle in the Divine Plains You Forest.
With that, omi’s mind moved, and he appeared again at the place he came out a year ago, at the end of
a deep section.
“Roar.”As soon as omi appeared, a divine beast pounced on him.
“Buzz.”omi dry-humped that divine beast with a single punch.

omi’s heart was shocked, “How is my fist so powerful?”
omi didn’t care so much and continued on.
Soon, daylight passed, there was no danger during the day, omi had killed a total of more than twenty
divine beasts this entire day.
Night fell, omi sat under a large tree to rest, omi wanted to see what would happen if he didn’t go out
at night.
The night grew thicker and thicker, omi sat under a large tree and burned a pile of fire.
The dazzling light of the fire shone everywhere, illuminating the surroundings very brightly.
Just then, omi’s ears heard, all around, as if something was approaching.
omi immediately became alert.
About a short time later, around omi, more than twenty divine beasts surrounded omi and surrounded
him to death.
omi’s eyes swept up, and he was shocked, because, these twenty-odd divine beasts were the same
twenty-odd that omi had killed during the day.
“Ah, what’s going on, how come all those twenty-odd divine beasts I killed during the day are all alive
and surrounding me here.”
However, omi didn’t think that these divine beasts that died during the day were fake.
“Roar.”One of the divine beasts shouted, this one was dry-humped by omi during the daytime.
“Boom.”In the next second, more than twenty divine beasts pounced on omi at the same time.
omi alone had to deal with these twenty-odd divine beasts at the same time, which showed how great
the pressure was.
Now, omi finally understood why everyone had to exit the Divine Plains You Forest at night, because,
if you didn’t exit, then the number of divine beasts you killed during the day would all come back to
life at night and attack you together.That’s why, all the people who didn’t exit at night, all died.
At this moment.
omi must resolve the siege of these twenty divine beasts, or else he would die here as well.
omi carried a monstrous rage on his body, so his fist carried the power of rage as well.
“Boom.”omi killed the first divine beast with a single punch.
“Wow.”At that moment, omi’s back was torn open by one of the divine beasts.
“Bang bang.”omi f*cked several more in succession.

After more than half an hour of brutal fighting, omi finally killed all twenty of these divine beasts, omi
himself was drenched in blood, but it wasn’t omi’s blood, it was the blood of those beasts.
“Ahhhh.”omi shrieked three times, and after killing all the twenty divine beasts, no more divine beasts
appeared after that.
And so, until dawn, omi had a good night’s rest.
When omi got up at dawn, he found that the bodies of the twenty resurrected beasts he had killed last
night were gone, as if the resurrected beasts he had killed last night were a dream.
omi knew that it was never a dream.
omi continued to move forward.
The next day, omi killed more than twenty more divine beasts.
At night, when night fell, omi quietly waited, and sure enough, not long after, all the twenty-odd
divine beasts that he had killed during the day appeared, but what omi did not expect was that not
only today, but even the twenty divine beasts that he had killed yesterday had appeared.That is to say,
right now, surrounding omi were, at the moment, forty divine beasts.
“Oh my god, the ones I killed on the first day, and the ones I killed on the second day, they have all
resurrected.”omi was silly, not expecting, so terrifying, if this trend continued, how many of them
would he have to face after a year?That’s how big the snowball would be if all the beasts killed in a
year were resurrected, so that it would accumulate day by day and snowball by snowball?
It was terrifying for Don to think about.
“Kill.”omi didn’t care so much, he had no way out anyway, it was only a matter of time before he died
anyway, so kill it.
Thus, a new round of killing opened.
Facing the siege of forty divine beasts at the same time, omi felt like he was going to be torn apart in
minutes.
However, despite this, omi had to go for the kill, and omi squeezed his potential to the limit.
An hour later, omi lay panting on the ground.
Around omi, the corpses of forty divine beasts were strewn across the floor.
omi had finally managed to survive the second night.
omi himself was too tired to move and his body was bruised.
Thanks to the fact that he was omi, if it was anyone else, not to mention the second night, even if it
was the first night, he would have already been dead.
omi hurriedly rested while it wasn’t yet dawn, otherwise, it would be a new day and a third day after
dawn.

Of course, once vicissitudes were hard to come by, omi had after all even survived forty sieges, and
during the daytime alone, it was simply not in his eyes anymore.
And right now, at the entrance of the Divine Plains You Forest, a woman’s gaze was sad, and this
person was precisely Zi Ye.
“It’s the second night, is he still alive?Or, did he die in it last night?”Zi Ye muttered to herself, she
didn’t leave for a long time, during the day she also entered the Divine Plains Phantom Forest, and
when she came out at night, she waited at the entrance.
The sky, it was light again, this was the third day.
omi crawled up early in the morning, after a night of recuperation, omi’s body felt much, much
recovered, but compared to last night, omi didn’t recover in the morning the same as yesterday, it
seemed that one day, omi’s injuries from the night would reach a level where he couldn’t recover at all
the next day.
The assessment on the third day continued.

